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British Stomach Cancer Group

The 1993 meeting of the British Stomach Cancer Group was held on 25 June 1993 at the Medical School in Newcastle upon Tyne.
The abstracts presented at the meeting are printed below.

Expression of p53 protein and prognosis in
gastric carcinoma

E E SANIDAS, M I FILIPE, J LINEHAN, S JADER, D A
LEVISON (Department ofHistopathology, UMDS
Medical School, Guy's Hospital, London Bridge,
London) Somatic mutation of the p53 tumour
suppressor gene results in reduced activity but
increased stability of the p53 protein, making
it detectable immunohistochemically. In a
previous immunohistochemical study on
advanced and early stages of gastric carcinoma
we observed a relation between p53 protein
expression and aggressive tumour behaviour.
The aim of the present study was to assess
whether p53 expression was related to tumour
type, metastatic potential and response to
different therapeutic regimes. We examined
carcinomas from 89 patients in the Second
British Stomach Cancer Group Trial. p53
Staining, tumour classification and staging: fifty
of the tumours showed p53 positive nuclear
staining in a variable proportion of tumour
cells. Fifty five per cent of the intestinal and
57% of the diffuse tumours were p53 positive.
In 59% (26/50) of the positive tumours the
distribution of staining was extensive while in
26% (13/50) it was patchy (- that is, small areas
of stain) and focal (- that is, small groups of
focal) in 22% (11/50). Over 50% of the tumour
cells were stained in 50% of the positive cases.
Lymph nodes were available from 20 cases. Of
these cases, 10 of the primary tumours were
p53+ve and 10 p53-ve. Eight of the meta-
stases from the p53+ve primaries were also
p53+ve. Two of the metastases from the
p53-ve primaries were p53+ve. Survival data
from 84 patients were available, with a median
follow up of 6-8 years. There was no significant
difference in survival between the three treat-
ment groups (surgery alone, surgery and
chemotherapy, surgery and radiotherapy) (x2=
0-83, df 2, p=065) p53 state did not show any
relation to survival within any of the treatment
groups. Only Lauren (intestinal and diffuse)
and differentiation (well/moderate and poor)
classifications were significant prognostic
factors. p53 staining did not correlate with
tumour type according to differentiation Ming
or Lauren classifications or with stage.
Conclusions: in this series, expression of p53
does not correlate with standard prognostic
markers or survival. The numbers though were
small. More extensive studies are necessary for.
conclusive answers.

The relationship of epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGF-R), ploidy and S-phase
fraction in gastric cancer

D FENTON-LEE*, J REEVES*, B OZANNE, T COOKE*
(University Department of Surgery, Royal
Infirmary, Glasgow) Over expression of the
EGF-R may indicate a poorer prognosis and
advanced stage in gastric carcinoma. Quantifi-

cation using established methods may lack
sensitivity. We have developed an immuno-
radiographic method to quantitate and further
our understanding of receptor biology. Fifty
four frozen gastric tumours and mucosal con-
trols were assessed using immunoradiography
and immunohistochemistry with the EGF-R1
antibody. An automated image analysis system
(Joyce-Lobel) was used for counting labelled
receptors. Representative tumour samples
were analysed using a Coulter Epics Profile II
flow cytometer. Ploidy and S-phase fraction
estimates were obtained using the M-cycle
software for cell cycle analysis of DNA histo-
grams.

Gastric tumours
n-9
n-31
n-9
n-5
Mucosa (n-54)
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Receptorslcells Grade
4-lOx 10 -

23-99x 10 +
12-59x10 ++
1 2-1 7x10 +++

1 4x10 +

Tumours express variable EGF-R values
below normal to 100x mucosa. There was no

correlation between EGF-R expression and
ploidy or S-phase. The clinical relevance of
EGF-R down regulation and what value of
EGF-R over expression is biologically signifi-
cant remains to be determined.

Serodiagnostic values of CA 72-4 and
CA 19-9 in the monitoring of patients with
gastric carcinomas

B V JOYPAUL*, M BROWNING1, E L NEWMAN,
A CUSCHIERI (Departments of Surgery and
Biochemical Medicinel, Ninewells Hospital and
Medical School, Dundee) Serum concentrations
of the tumour markers CA 72-4 and CA 19-9
were measured in patients with benign gastric
diseases (n=32) and gastric adenocarcinomas
(n=52). To ascertain the correlation between
gastric cancer recurrence and the serum con-
centration of the tumour markers, 30 patients
were then followed up for a median postopera-
tive period of 38 months (range 5-100).
Our findings indicate that in the sero-

diagnostic evaluation ofgastric carcinomas, CA
72-4 was similar to CA 19-9 (42% v 44%) and
there was a definite diagnostic gain from the
combined determinations (63%). Compared
with CA 19-9, however, CA 72-4 had a very
high specificity in benign gastric disease (100%
v 72%).

Seventeen of 30 patients in the longtitudinal
cohort are without recurrence; 16 (94%) and 10
(59%) of these patients have normal concentra-
tion ofCA 72-4 and CA 19-9 respectively.

Thirteen patients developed recurrent
disease. Serum samples from 10 of 13 (77%)
had raised concentrations ofCA 72-4 and nine
of 14 (69%) had raised concentrations of CA
19-9. In seven patients (54%), the CA 72-4
concentrations rose from near normal values
after surgery to diagnostic values, with a lead

time before clinical diagnosis of recurrence of
about six months.
The results indicate that CA 72-4 is a reliable

tumour marker in gastric cancer and is superior
to CA 19-9. In addition, serial sampling of CA
72-4 in postsurgical gastric cancer patients is a
useful means of identifying those with recur-
rent disease.

Expression of c-erbB in gastric carcinoma
and adjacent mucosa

E E SANIDAS1, M I FILIPE', J LINEHAN1, N R
LEMOINE2, W J GULLICK3, T RAJKUMAR3,
S JADER', D A LEVISON1 ('Department of
Histology, UMDS Medical School, Guy's
Hospital, London Bridge, London and ICRF
Oncology Group 2Molecular Laboratory and
3Molecular Oncology Laboratory, Hammersmith
Hospital, London) c-erbB-3 is a member of the
type 1 receptor family that also includes
EGFR and c-erbB-2. We present data on the
expression of the c-erbB-3 gene product in 91
gastric carcinomas and adjacent mucosa.
Material: Material was available from 14
hospitals participating in the 2nd British
Stomach Cancer Group trial. Paraffin sections
were stained with monoclonal antibody, to
c-erbB-3 (RTJ 1). Overall staining was asses-
sed as +ve or -ve, proportion of +ve tumour
cells, cellular localisation, and stain intensity.
Results: tumour: all but two tumours over-
expressed c-erb-3. The proportion of positive
staining-cells was high in 86% of the intestinal
type tumours and in 72% of the diffuse
tumours (80% of all tumours). Intestinal type
tumours had higher numbers of positively
stained cells than diffuse and signet ring types.
Intensity of staining was high in 62% of
tumours independent of the type, c-erbB3 was
present in the cytoplasm and on the cell
membrane in 65% oftumours, in the cytoplasm
alone in 21%, and on the membrane alone in a
few cases. c-erbB-3 overexpression showed no
relation to tumour stage or site. Adjacent
mucosa: in normal mucosa distant from the
tumour c-erbB-3 was expressed only in the
surface epithelium and in the upper l/3 of the
glands. This staining was virtually confined to
the cytoplasm. In 'normal' mucosa adjacent to
the tumour there was staining throughout most
of the glands, also predominantly cytoplasmic.
In hyperplastic mucosa and intestinal meta-
plasia, expression occurred through the whole
gland, predominantly cytoplasmic, but with
some more definite membrane staining.
Conclusion: c-erbB-3 expression is higher in
tumours than in normal tissue, but because of
its wide expression cannot be used as a para-
meter for diagnosis of malignancy, classifica-
tion of tumour type or to assess associations
with clinical variables. Its altered distribution,
however, in hyperplastic and metaplastic
mucosa and in mucosa adjacent to the tumour,
when compared with normal, suggests altered
gene expression in these situations.
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Epstein-Barr virus infection in gastric
carcinoma

D C ROWLANDSI*, M ITO2, M T HALLISSEY3, J W L
FIELDING, G NIEDOBITEK1 ('Departments of
Pathology and 3Surgery, University of
Birmingham, UK and 2Department ofPathology,
Nagoya University, Nagoya, J7apan) The
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is associated with
several human malignancies including
Burkitt's lymphoma and Hodgkin's disease.
The commonest tumour worldwide, however,
that shows infection by the virus is an epithelial
neoplasm, undifferentiated nasopharyngeal
carcinoma. Tumours showing a similar histo-
logical appearance (undifferentiated carcinoma
of the nasopharyngeal type, UCNT) have been
reported at other sites, including the stomach,
and show a similar association with EBV. More
recently EBV has been detected in up to 16% of
classic gastric adenocarcinomas. We have
analysed 122 gastric carcinomas from the
United Kingdom and 54 from Japan for the
presence of Epstein-Barr virus using in situ
hybridisation for the small EBV-encoded
nuclear RNAs (EBERs). Six ofthese cases were
gastric UCNT, in which EBV was detected in
the tumour cells of all cases. Only three of the
remaining 170 typical gastric adenocarcinomas
(1-8%) showed EBV infection. No differences
were seen between the British and the Japanese
cases. One case with an EBV positive UCNT
showed adjacent areas of EBV negative
adenocarcinoma. It is uncertain whether these
patterns represent two independent carcino-
mas or whether they are the result of hetero-
geneous EBV infection in a single tumour. In
the remaining EBV positive carcinomas, viral
transcripts were detected in virtually all
tumour cells, indicating that EBV infection
must have taken place early in the neoplastic
process and suggesting that the virus is prob-
ably of pathogenic significance for the virus-
associated tumours. The close association of
EBV with undifferentiated gastric carcinomas
compared with the variable association with
gastric adenocarcinomas suggests fundament-
ally different roles for the virus in the patho-
genesis of these two malignancies.

Influence of open access endoscopy on the
stage of detection of gastric cancer

N HAYES*, D SCOTTt, S A RAIMES#, S M GRIFFIN
(Departments of Surgery and Pathology-,
Newcastle General Hospital and Cumberland
Infirmary, Carlisle#) This study compares the
stage ofdetection ofgastric cancers in two units
within the same region with a similar clinical
workload between August 1990 and April
1993. In Unit A (Newcastle General Hospital)
an open access endoscopy referral system had
been established, whereas in Unit B (Cumber-
land Infirmary) there was no direct access for
general practitioners to the endoscopy service.
An identical policy towards the surgical
management of gastric cancer had been
adopted.

In total, 96 resections for adenocarcinoma of
the stomach were performed; Unit A n= 51,
Unit B=45. In addition five patients in Unit A
and 10 patients in Unit B had no resection
performed because of Stage IV disease. Fifteen
cases of early gastric cancer (EGC) were
detected overall (13-5%). In total there were 40
cases of serosa negative disease (Tl or T2): 26
in Unit A, 14 in Unit B. Hence the number of
cases with serosal penetration (T3 or T4) were
71: A=30 and B=41. The difference between

the two units was significant (p=0-011,
Fisher's exact test). Although there were more
cases of EGC detected in Unit A (10 v 5),
this failed to reach statistical significance
(p=O-O91).

Conclusion: this study suggests that open
access endoscopy leads to the detection of
gastric cancer at an earlier stage.

Health education in the early detection of
gastric cancer

P MCCULLOCH (Department of Surgery,
University of Liverpool) In Western popula-
tions, detection rates for early gastric cancer are
low, and delays in consultation for gastric
cancer considerable. Education of at risk
groups may therefore improve detection of
curable gastric malignancy.

This study compares the incidence and
outcome of gastric cancer in a population of
80 000 receiving educative intervention with a
matched control population. Intervention
comprises yearly letters to people over 40,
describing the symptoms which should be
investigated by endoscopy. Those responding
receive an urgent gastroscopy.
A total of 18 000 people have received their

first letters: 112 have presented for gastro-
scopy. One gastric cancer, one gastric
lymphoma, and one oesophageal cancer have
been detected. Seventeen patients had
intestinal metaplasia or dysplasia. The logistic
feasiblility of this kind of study has been
shown.

Prognostic factors in gastric cancer

M T HALLISSEY, J A DUNN, L WARD, j W L
FIELDING (Department of Surgery and CRC
Trials Unit, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmning-
ham) The prognostic importance of a number
of pathological variables has been studied both
in Japan and in the West. Depth of penetration
of the primary tumour is the most important
prognostic factor followed by lymphatic
spread. There have been few reports of the
impact of clinical factors, though weight loss
has been shown to be an independent prognos-
tic variable.
Between 1981 and 1986, 636 cases of gastric

cancer were reported to the British Stomach
Cancer Group with disease ranging from stage I
to IVa. Adequate data for survival analysis
were available in 504. Log rank analysis was
undertaken for each of the clinical, surgical,
and pathological variables. This confirmed the
significance of all the recognised prognostic
variables. In addition, weight loss, blood
group, and removal of the spleen and pancreas
were significant. Cox regression was under-
taken to identify the independent prognostic
variables. In the absence of stage, the indepen-
dent prognostic factors were macroscopic
clearance, tumour site, the surgeon's assess-
ment ofserosal involvement, weight loss, histo-
logical grade, blood group, and resection line
and lymph node involvement. Splenectomy or
pancreatic resection had no independent prog-
nostic importance. Clinicopathological stage is
the most important prognostic factor and its
inclusion removed macroscopic clearance and
resection line and lymph node involvement.
This study has confirmed the importance of

stage and has also shown the importance of

other clinical, surgical, and pathological vari-
ables. The importance of weight loss has been
confirmed. Blood group A is associated with
an increased risk of gastric cancer and an
improved outcome. Confirmation of these
results is required and these factors must be
collected to ensure that imbalances do not
distort the results of future trials.

RI subtotal v R3 total gastrectomy for
operable antral cancer: a prospective
randomised trial

C S ROBERTSON*, S C S CHUNG, S M GRIFFIN, S A
RAIMES, A K C LI (Department of Surgery, The
Chinese University ofHong Kong) Survival after
gastrectomy for cancer is better in Japan than
in the West and is attributed to the adoption of
radical surgery with lymphadenectomy. This
study is the first prospective randomised trial
comparing RI and R3 gastrectomy in the
management ofadenocarcinoma of the antrum,
to discover if survival is improved by radical
surgery. Between October 1987 and December
1991, 55 patients were randomised - 25 to RI
subtotal and 30 to R3 total gastrectomy. The
two groups were comparable for age, sex, and
follow up (median 788 range 17-1611 days). In
comparison with the RI group the R3 group
had a longer operating time (140 v 260 min;
p<005), a greater transfusion requirement
(0 v 2 units; p<0 05), and a longer hospital stay
(8 v 16 days; p<0 05) (medians; Mann-
Whitney U test). The only postoperative death
was in the R3 group (3%) and was a result of
intra-abdominal sepsis. Fourteen patients in
the R3 group developed a left subphrenic
abscess. Additionally the R3 group required
eight reoperations (six patients), six for drain-
age of left subphrenic abscess and two for
secondary haemorrhage. There were no major
complications or reoperations in the RI group.
Overall survival, as estimated by the Kaplan-
Meier method, was significantly better in the
RI group (median survival RI 1511 v R3 922
days; log rank test p<005). R3 total gastrec-
tomy can be performed with a low operative
mortality but has high morbidity due to intra-
abdominal sepsis. Despite its success in non-
randomised series our data do not support the
routine use of R3 total gastrectomy for antral
cancer.

Indocyannine green potentiation of 805 nm
diode laser tissue interactions for palliative
radiotherapy of advanced carcinoma of the
gastric antrum

T J GREENWALL*, A WYMAN, K ROGERS
(University Department of Surgical Sciences,
Northern General Hospital, Herries Road,
Sheffield) Endoscopic laser palliation of
advanced carcinoma of the gastric cardia using
the 1054 nm Nd:YAG laser is a well established
technique. It is not widely available, however,
because of the high cost and complexity of
operation. This laboratory study evaluates a
new portable 805 nm diode laser (Diomed,
UK) with a maximum output of 25 Watts (W).
A chromophore, indocyanine green (ICG) was
used to potentiate the tissue effects of the laser.

Potentiation of 805 nm laser tissue inter-
action was assessed with topical application or
local injection of ICG, or both - in vivo using
normal rat stomach and in vitro using post-
operative samples of both normal gastric
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mucosa and gastric carcinoma. Laser energy
was transmitted via a 600 micron bare quartz
fibre with a constant laser tissue interaction
distance of 1 cm. For rat studies a laser power
output of20W was applied for five seconds and
for human tissue studies a laser power output of
25 W was applied for 55. Thermal injury
parameters were measured using an image
analysis system.

Median hermal
Method ofO1% ICG injwy diameter (mm)
applicaton (with 95% confidence intervals)

Human normal gastric Human gastric

mucosa carcinoma
Control 0-00 (0-47 to 3-91) n=8 5-02 (2-66 to 9 03) n=9
Topical *7-82 (6-82 to 8 83) n= 10 *9-44 (7-42 to 11 49) n=9
Local injection *4-53 (2-87 to 5-76) n= 10 6-95 (6-57 to 9 30) n= 10
Topical and local

injection *8-38(547 to 950) n= 10 9-44(737 to 888) n=5

*Statistically significant compared with control values: p=<0 05,
n=number of lesions.

A similar tendency for ICG potentiation of
tissue thermal injury diameter was seen in vivo
on rat stomach. Local injection or topical
application of ICG, or both potentiates 805 nm
diode laser tissue interactions in human normal
gastric mucosa and gastric carcinoma and in
vivo on normal rat stomach, and may permit
enhanced endoscopic destruction of carcinoma
of the gastric cardia in the clinical situation.
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